Series summary: Television action/fantasy based on the 1986 film. Adrian Paul assumes the role of Conor MacLeod (the Highlander), the immortal who has been battling others of his kind since the sixteenth century. A recurring character from seasons 3-6 (1995-98) is Jim Byrnes (Joe Dawson), one of the ‘watchers,’ who is a disabled Vietnam veteran in a wheelchair.

Brothers in arms (10/18/95)

Credits: director, Charles Wilkinson; writer, Morrie Ruvinsky
Cast: Adrian Paul, Jim Byrnes, Wolfgang Bodison, Philip Akin.
Summary: Friends become enemies and the past is revealed when Immortal Andrew Cord (Bodison) in gunned down and MacLeod discovers the sniper is Charlie DeSalvo (Akin), his good friend who used to run the dojo. Charlie, who left MacLeod to fight the good fight in the Balkans with his love, Maria, is after Cord, who murdered her. Dawson (Byrnes) knows Cord as the man who saved his life in Vietnam after a mine explosion took his legs and he begs MacLeod not to fight him. MacLeod agrees -- until Cord turns the tables and sets his sights on Charlie.